The NASA Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) has been exploring the lunar surface and radiation environment since June 2009. In Mazur et al. [2011] we discussed the first 6 months of mission data from a microdosimeter that is housed within the Cosmic Ray Telescope for the Effects of Radiation (CRaTER) instrument onboard LRO. The CRaTER microdosimeter is an early version of what is now a commercially available hybrid that accurately measures total ionizing radiation dose in a silicon target (http://www.teledynemicro.com/product/radiationdosimeter). This brief report updates the transition from a deep solar minimum radiation environment to the current weak solar maximum as witnessed with the microdosimeter.
The Cosmic Ray Telescope for the Effects of Radiation (CRaTER) microdosimeter is behind about 4.4 g/cm 2 equivalent aluminum, corresponding to the range of~55 MeV protons. Energetic protons are the dominant source of ionizing radiation at the Moon. The measured dose includes contributions from the low-energy part of the galactic cosmic ray proton spectrum and the high-energy portion of typical solar energetic particle events. Figure 1 is the history to date of the total ionizing dose averaged over 12 h intervals. The figure includes the entire Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) orbital history that ranged from~50 km circular to more elliptical orbits with aposelene above~150 km. We did not correct the observed dose rate for the changing amount of solid angle blocked by the Moon in Figure 1 as one would need to do to derive an interplanetary rate. When averaged over 12 h, the variations among the various orbit modes have less than a 5% and 20% effect on the galactic cosmic ray dose rate and peak solar proton dose rate, respectively.
From the mission start in June 2009 to the latest data we saw a decrease in the galactic cosmic ray dose rate by a factor of 2 due to the increasing solar modulation [Schwadron et al., 2012 [Schwadron et al., , 2014 . Also note that solar particle events were absent from the first year and a half of the mission, but they began to appear in the dose record in 2011.
The cross-hatched area indicates the ionizing dose rate measured with Apollo Personal Radiation Dosimeters (APRDs) [Richmond et al., 1968] and recently analyzed to infer the dose only in lunar orbit and on the surface using transcripts of the Apollo crew-to-ground verbal communications (cf. E. M. Jones et al., 2014 , http://www. workingonthemoon.com, derived from the NASA Apollo Lunar Surface Journal, E. M. Jones and K. Glover, The Apollo Lunar Surface Journal, 2014, http://www.hq.nasa.gov/alsj/frame.html). Shielding from the Apollo command module was at least a few g/cm 2 with half of the solid angle from the center seat having at least 10 g/cm 2 (W. Atwell, personal communications, 2014). The CRaTER microdosimeter shielding is therefore on the low end of the Apollo command module mass distribution and is better shielded than the lunar module.
The figure illustrates our two main points. The first is the similarity between the microdosimeter galactic cosmic ray dose rate and the Apollo reports. There was more solar modulation in the 1969 to 1972 era than in the LRO mission, so with similar shielding the similarity is puzzling. The inconsistent reporting of APRD data across the Apollo missions as noted by (E. M. Jones et al., 2014 , http://www.workingonthemoon.com) together with the 10 mrad resolution of the APADs may lead to a larger systematic uncertainty in the Apollo data than the figure suggests.
The other main point is the relatively low dose contribution from solar particle events of the current solar This continuous environmental monitoring with LRO has high value to several communities. It places historical radiation measurements into current context, which is especially important for designs of new spacecraft with and without human crew. It also provides a reference for the near-Earth radiation environment that upcoming robotic and manned missions might encounter if solar particle events fail to reach historical intensity again.
